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Object

The object of this thesis was to continue the study
of the performance of condenser scoops by means of model
tests, and to determine their operating characteristics
under varying conditions.
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General Considerations

The :Qrob~em of designing methods of supplying
condensers on shipboard with cooling water economically,
and with equipment as light and small as possible is be-

coming increasingly more important as ship's speeds ~-
crease. ITaval designers have for a number of years made
use of scoops for suppl.ying circulat.ion. but. very little
accurate data is ava~lable to base designs upon.

The relative ef'fi.ciencyof pumps and scoops is open.
to question. The energy required to circu1ate the cooling
water is in the first case, supplied. by auxilary turbines
or electric motors, and in the SeCODQ case is supp~ied by
the main propulsion un! t in overcoming the resistance of a
scoop. The saving of space and weight in the engine room
in a high speed vessel is sufficient justification for the
use of scoops even if no gain in efficiency results.

:Mr. K. F. Schmid.t.p~esent.ed a paper to the A.S.N.E.
in February, 19.30. in whi.ch he gave the results of an
experimenta~ st.udyhe made on condenser scoops... His experi-
ments were performed with air and the effect of diYerg~~g
tubes and various: angles. of scoop inlet.pipe tested. lie
used B~vera1 forma of scoops in his tests. but did not make
many tests on the conventional Raleigh scoop __ Most of his
tests were .made with a parallel tube scoop which differs
widely from the conventional form of scoop in which de-
signers are interested. Ifesigne~sapparently believe the



Schmidt ~Yl?eof scoop w~uld have too great an appendage

res'istance, and be too vulnerable to damage to be used on

an. actual :inst~llation. The only data on the tests whi.ch

Mr. Schmidt made on the Raleigh scoop is given in the form

of curves comparing the performance of this scoop with,. and

without. s-plit.ter plates.. Mr. Schmidt presented his results

in the form of curves on which he plot.ted percent normal)

static and total head., against percent normal. capaci ty.

The significance of normal head is explained on Page-
Messrs. Powell andWeatgate conduoted a series. of

exp'eriments in the M.I.T. laboratories and present.ed their

results in a thesis in. I.937'~ They were concerned primarily

with a comparison of the performance of scoops using various

angles of entranoe and' various sizes of lips. They

~eveloped a test method and construot.ed apparatus for

t.esting.. They concluded from their tests that the 20~

scoop gave the best. capacity. and, found that the size of

lip had' very little e:rfect of performance. Their reeu1.ts

were presented by means of characteristic curves, quantity

discharges per second VB .. 'scoop statio head) and curves of

total head in scoop aga.inst total head. in duct.

As a res.u~t of the different types of scoops tested

and the different methods of presenting data it was d-iffi.-

cult to make any comparisons between the teats of y~. Schmidt

and the tests of Messrs. Powell and Westgate.

The authors belleved' that further tests on condenser
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~coap.s might pr0'Ve va.~uable and that the normal head method

of presenting performance data cou1d. be used to advantage.

The main objecti.an. Messrs. ¥owe11.and Westga.te had to using

the norma1 head~method was that for a scoop without ~ip

normal head. had no-meaning. Professor Burtner deve10ped a

system of applying the normal head method of presenting

data to any type of scoop) and. it has been ma(i'euse of in

this thesis. This method is based. on, an -assumption of

f1uid, path in r:egion of scoop. which assumption has not,

been established by experiment but which Professor Burtner

bases on considerable experience. The method depends on

an assumed definition of normal capacity.

Yr. Schmidt's tests included, experiments w~th the

effect of various ang1es of discharge. The authors believed

it wou~dbe interesting to test the scoop discharging back

to duct anci construct ed- apparatus necessary t,o carry out

tests of this nature.

Mr. Schmid.t obtained-, very good results by means of

diverging tubes attached to his scoops. The authors believed

it would be of value to test the conventional scoop with a

diverging tube and arranged apparatus to test this effect.
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Condenser Desi~
A consideration of the prob~ema confronting the

engineer designing a cond'enser ia important if the experi.-
- ' ~ .. - . .. . . ., ."

menta carried on are to be.of use in design work.

The designer knows the amount. of heat whi..chthe
- '

condenser must dispose of per unit, t~e and the COQ~ing
water temperature range which the condenser must be able to
operat~ und.er. ~~ quanti t:y. of .coo~ing water f~r an assumed
cooling surface can be determined since the coeffic~ent of
heat. transfer. U. varies as n- .

scoop

INJECTiON

CON DENSER

In diagram

h~ ~ static head in scoop
h2.::% static head at discharge

DISCHARGE

The capacity requ~red of a scoop to supply the
condenser with ~ooling water 1s then known. The scoop must.
be C?apab.leo~ creating a.stat~c head sufficient. to overcome
friction. in cooling water system.

hf = head loss due to friction
Applying Bernoulli's equation across. the system

Vf . V2
hl+- := h2"'~ -to hf2g 2g

Vl Al- V2 ~

if Al :;II ~
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VI V2

V2
~--L

2g 2g

hi: varies. with the ve~ocit:y of water in. system as

well as wi th the charact.eristics. of system itself. but. is

independent of the static pressure.

The probl.em of the designer resol.ves itself into

a.electing a scoop which wil1. d".eli.ver the required capacity

against a stati.c head equal to the drop due to friction

across the system,. and"add. as l.i.t-tle as possible to the

resistance of the ship.
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Theory

An increase in callacity 1s to be expected by making

use of. the princip~e ..of di~erging tubes_. The diverging

tube as applied-. to cond-enser desi,:gn has the additional

importa.nt. effect o.f decreasing impa.ct losses.

compen~ated for by an increase in

crease in velocity head' will b.e

potent.ial head. and the frictional.

In. a. properly' design,ed diverging tube the total

The de-

I
I

losses will be small.

head between (1) and (2) wil~ be nearly equal.

I

The velocity corresponding to the velocity of

approach may be termed the normal canacity. For a tube of

area (A) cross section. inserted in a stream with a ve~ocity.

~
+-2g

<

V. it. i.s possible to obtain a capacity greater than the

normal capacity Q.:::: A V. Applying Bernou1.li t s equation

(1) and (2)

Since the liquid loses velocity

between (1) and (2) the velocity

~ . ~
head. 2 • is smaller than the velocity head. 1 •

2g . ~

If discharge condi tiona remain the same the corresponding'

drop in pot.ential pressure across the diverging portion

can only be maintained. by a decrease in Pl. The resul:t.



o.fa <recr,easein Pl is convergent. fl.o:wfrom the surround-
ing l.iquid.w~ich is at a h~gher pressure. An increase ~
velocity through the inlet resul.ts. thus increasing total
head and further dec~eaBing pr~ssure at inlet. etc., until.
equiIibrium is estab1ished by the frictional 1osses.

The effect. of sUdden en1argemen't.is to give a large
decrease in velocity head without, a corresponding increase
in potential head.

The impact loss occurring when the entra.nce pipe
discharges into the condenser may be stated as equal to

C (Vl - V2}2
2g

where a = empirical constant.
Vl = velocity in entrance pipe
V2 ~ velocLty in condenser

Thus it is apparent that by converting some of ~e
velocity head into potential head a smaller impact loss
will. resu1.t.



Method of Obtaining Normal Capacity

The conventional concept of normal capacity as stated
in the Theory can not be applied to the study of scoops
which have, in some cases, no area normal to the approach
velocity of the stream. Relation to normal capacity is,
however, a convenient method of presenting this type of
experimental work. Professor Burtner developed the
following method of obtaining an expression for normal
capacity which can be applied to any scoop.

The water. flowing into scoop is assumed to approach
in the shape of figure on Plate 4. The height of this
belt is one diameter and the width at boundary surface
is one diameter. By dividing this area into four
sections, and obtaining by means of velocity traverses
the velocity at each section, a mean velocity of approach
was obtained as shown on Plate 4. This velocity, termed
duct relative velocity VR, was obtained for three velocities
in duct and plotted. See Plate 7. These curves may be
entered for any velocity of duct and the corresponding
duct relative velocity obtained. Normal capacity is then
defined as duct relative velocity times the area of scoop
section. The normal heads and normal capacities were cal-
culated and plotted for the three duct velocities at which
velocity traverses were made. It is, therefore, possible
to enter these curves with any duct velocity in the range
of the velocity traverses and obtain the corresponding
normal capacity and normal head. The results tabulated
on Plates 16, 17, and 18, have been obtained in this manner~

10
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Apparatus

The ~pparatus constructed by Powell and Westgate and

set up in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory was used for

the tests. A considerable amo.unt of time was spent in

putting t~s apparatus in usable condition. The steel elbow

connecting duct. to standpipe overflow pipe had',b,een removed,

and it was necessary to move the duct to r'eplace it.. The

duct itself required repairing and caulking.

The suggestion of Powell and \"'festgate that addi tionu

straightening vanes in. the box would. improve the t.esting

conditions was considered. Dr. Peters advised that the flow

could not be improved in this manner. but that more accurate

readings could, b.e made by throt:t1i.ng the rubber t.ubing

leading to the gages. This method was tried., and there was

very li.t.tle fluctuati.on of the gage columns while t.ests were

being mad.e. Dr. Peters also suggested that in o.rder to

o.btain the best condi tions in duct it was advisable not to

regulate flo~ into duct by means of discharge valve, but to

change head in stan~ pipe. This method was followed

throughout tests.

The water to standpipe was supplied by the 24.000

g.p.m. capacity centrifugal pump in the Engineering Labora-

tory. The arrangement of this pump and standpipe i.s shown

on Plate (22)

The duct is located in canal which carries standpipe

II



overf~ow. and is supported from overhead beams. The box

itseIf is 32 feet long and 8 inches by ~o inches rectangu-

lar section. Straightening vanes 6 inches long made of 2

inch sheet meta1 tUbing are fastened in the box near the

elbow. See Plate (22)

A removable section is fitted in the duct ~3 feet

from the elbow, and the scoop is mounted in this section~

A calibrated discharge tank was put in canal and supported
- . ~. .

from overhead beams. See Plate (10). A method of dis-

charging back to duct was provided by cutting out a section

in top of duct 5 feet from scoop mounting. and a discharge

tube mount.ed in. this section. See Plate (36).

The authors designed and. had constructed" a sheet

copper venturimeter far measuring the discharge when scoop

discharged to duct. and made a mercury differential gage

for measuring pressure drop in this Yenturimeter.

Professor Eurtner had a 20° scoop with a 30° lip

constructed.. This scoop was the same aB the 20° scoop

wi th lip t.est.ed by Powell and Westgate.

The authors had a diverging t.ube constructed of

sheet. copper.. The tube expanded from a 2 inch circular

section to a 4 inch circular section in a length of 8

inches •. A four foot len~th of 4 inch pipe with a quick

opening valve was attached to diverging tube with rubber

tUbing and discharged to a large sheet metal tube which

carried water to tank.

12
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Test Procedure

The test. procedure followed was to divide the

testing of each scoop into two main. parts.

1. Discharge to tank

(a) Constant head in atandI>ipe of twenty-four

feet.

(b 1 Constant head in standpipe of twent~r-one

and one ~f feet.

2. Discharge through venturimeter to duct

(a) Constant head in standpipe of t.wenty-four

feet.

(b) Constant head in standpipe of twent.y-one

and one half feet.

Each run consisted of a set of readings taken at,

various settings of vA.1ve located be~ween scoop and dis-

oharge. The usual 'Procedure was to take readings with

valve wide open, and at each full turn of valve until a

zero discharge read'ing was ob~ined'. The fallowing read-

ings were takent

1. Discharge

(a) Time required to discharge 9960 cu. in.

taken with stop watch when discharging to
tank.

(b) Readings of two co1umns on mercury differ-

ential gage taken when discharging through

venturimeter.

2. Static press~re in duct by means of a water column.
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3. T:otal pressure in duct. by means of an impa.ct.. .._-.

tube connected to a mercury U tube open to

~tmoBphere~ This reading was taken only at the

b~ginnin~ an~ end~of eaCh test.

4. S,tati.c pressure in scoop. In some cases this

was taken at two points on s'coop•.

5. Static pressure in diacharge was taken when

discharging back to duct. This was measured

by means of a mercury U tube open to the

a.tmosphere.

Before running ~ests on scoops ~t was necessary to

make a calibration ,run on venturimeter. This run was made

on the first floor of the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.

The water was obtained from overhead pi.pe and discharged

to weighing tank. A set of readings of different. capaci-

ties of meter was made and re6u~ts plo~ted. A satisfactory

meter constant was obtained :from this plot..

The following scoops were t.estedl

1. 20° Scoop without lip. no splitter plates.
not fa1red.

2. 20° Scoop with lip. no spli. tt.er plates J

not f'aired.

3. 20° Scoop with lip. faired and with spli.tter
plates.

In addi tion t.o the above tests one t.est. was made

wi th a diverging tube. This t.est was conduct ed with the

20° S'coop with lip. and d~scharge was to tank. The tube



diverged from a diameter of2 inches at. scoop to a diameter

of 4 inchea in 8 inches of length. This gives a flare

angle of about. 8. It. was attached by rubber hose to a

four inch pipe. and' run through a quick opening valve to

calibrat.ed tank.

15
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Results

The following observations Vlere made from a study of
the curves obtained from a s-tudy of the curves obtained
from the experimental datal

Scoop III Angle 201> • not faired. no lip.
Scoop #2 - Angle 20° • not. faired ..medium lip.
Scoop #3 Angle 20° ~ faired. medi.um ~ip. splitter

plates.

In runs where discharge was through. venturimeter to ductt
~. Total and static heads developed in scoop #2

were higher than those developed in scoop #1.
Capacity of #2 somewhat greater than #1.

2. Total and static heads developed in scoop #2 were
higher than those developed in scoop #3.. Capaci ty
of 12 considerably greater.

3.. ~otal and static heads developed in scoop #1
were higher than those developed in scoop #3.
Capacity of #1 and #3 practically the same.

In runs where discharge was to calibrated tank:-

1. Total and static heads developed in scoop #2
were higher than those developed in scoop #1.
Capacity of #2 slightly greater than that of #1.

2. rotal and static heads developed in scoop #2
were higher than those developed in scoop #3.
Capacity of #3 was somewhat higher.

3. Total and static heads developed in scoop #1
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were about the same as in scoop #3. There is
little basis for comparison in this case. The
capacity of #3 was somewhat greater than that of
#1. :«.

A comparison of the methods of discharging.
Curve Characteristics of Tank
Discharge as Compared to Vent.uri

Discharge.
Total Head Static Head Capaci ty

Scoop Scoop
Scoop #1 Slightly Higher Same Kigher
Scoop #2 Same Drops Ofr Higher
Scoop #3 Irigher .Higher

A mercury manometer was used to measure pressure at
the discharge during the rune in which the flow was made to
pass through the venturimeter back into the duct. The
results obtained from this were somewhat disappointing.
The pressures were at all times slightly under atmospheric
and thrOUghout a run remained practically constant. The
eff"ect of closing the discharge valve. if any. was to cause
a slight increase in the vacuum.

Time did not permi t more than a very ahort study of
the effect of divergence. a matter which the authors would
like to have studied in greater detail. The predicted
effect of the diverger, however, was realized as can be seen
~ Note - Board upon whi ch scoop was mounted warped between

testa. Runs before serious warping occurred give
basis for this statement. See curves.



PLATE )
by an examination of the plots in.-:frgbSi etJs. One run was
made. which while not giving altogether consistent points.
was sufficient to indicate a definite trend. The results
seem to show conclusively that a far greater capacity was
produced than in the non-divergent system. In Figure the
authors have redrawn a normal head performance curve for a
duct velocity close to that of the run with the divergent
tube. Thus a qualitative comparison is available. The
additional capacity at corresponding degrees of throttling
1s apparent. .In regard to the total head developed in the
two Cases there is some question. From the data it appears
that the total pressure reaches a maximum and commences to
falloff before the maximum capacity of the diverger is
reached. The same effect is noticeable in the Case of
static pres8~e.

/8



Discussion

The authors have confined themselves to a study of
20° scoops (li'[gt~~:s 516) for the reason that the resu1.ts of
the work of Powe11 and We~tgate.in 1937'proved rather con-
clusive1y that the 20. angle scoop was the most effective
of those tested. It is probable that a scoop set at an
angle still smaller than this would yield still better.
~esULts. However. there are obvious structural limitations
to installing such scoops on ships without diverging from
the fundamental design of scoop.

Comparison with the data obtained by Powell and
Westgate brings out a very apparent observation. The dis-
charges for the 20° scoop Which Powell and Westgate
o~tained were considerably higher than those obtained in
this thesis except for the run made wi th the diverging
tube. The authors made a careful study of a photograph in

the thesis of Powell and Westgate showing their means of
discharge to a tank. It was determined that the discharge
pipe attached to the end of the scoop was 3 inches in
diameter. Since the connection to the scoop was made by
means of an inner tUbe, the effect of the 3rt pipe would be
to give a divergent effect to the flow as explained
previ.ously in this paper. The fact that the authors ob-
tained higher values for scoop S.tatic pressure is also
explained by this consideration. The static pressure at
the mouth of a divergent scoop does not give a measure of

IS



of the friction. drop in the system. due to the drop of
pressure at the mouth as shown in the Theo;:y:.

It was fe1.t that the discrepancy in results might
be in part accounted for by the fact that in the present
experiments a longer length of discharge pipe was used and
that a 90° elbow at the end was used instead of a rubber
tube. The writers investigated this to some extent by the
method suggested in Professor Russell's book A ~ Boo~
.Q1! }fydraulic~. :It was estimated that the combined effect
of friction ~n pipe and loss of head in 90° elbow. assundng
very rough pipe, was not over 10% of the total head
developed in the scoop. While this is appreciab1.e. it is
not sufficient to compensate for the discrepancy in dis-
charges obtained.

The authors do not mean by this observation to
detract from the value of the paper presented by Powell
and Westgate. The latters' experiments and calculated re-
sults were used as a basis of comparison on the effect of
angle, lip, and mouth design on the performance of scoops.
In this respect. the comparisons which they have made re-
main in full effect and are of considerable value.

The authors of 'this thesis have presented their
data in the form of total and static head as fractions of
normal head p10tted against fra~tion of normal capacity.
This general method was of the type employed by Schmidt in
his studies of scoops.



This method appe~rs to have many advantages from
the designer's point of view. The quantities are dimen-
sionless, a consideration Which tends to make the results
more adaptable for wide use. Furthermore, with data in
this form. it is possible to compare the reSUlts. if not
quantitatively at ~east qualitatively. with those of MrG
Schmidt. At the Fore River Shipyard considerable study has
been given to con~enser scoops on the basis of their per-
formance on certain high speed naval vessels. It is fe~t
that the data in this form may be made to correspond with
the trial data for these ships.

As preViously mentioned Powell and \'1estgatemade
the statement that at no lip the terms, normal head and
normal capacity. have no meaning. In the s.trict sense this
may be true. but in this paper we have attempted to attach
a broader meaning to these terms in order to a~ply this
form of calculation. In a previous discussion in this paper
the authors have attempted to show the assumptions on which
the present data has been based. It assumes an approach
belt of a definite crOBS section. The authors are of the
opinion that if such an approach belt exists, the situation
is analogous to a stream of water surrounded by a tube. the
tube in this Case being the medium surrounding the belt.
Assuming this to be the Case and taking the surface velocity
distribution into consideration, a mean product of belt area
and velocity of the stream directed to the scoop Can be
estimated. This value will correspond to the ordinary
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interpretati.on of normal capacit~. and the mean velocity
of the stream wil.l be a measure of the normal head.

From our observations it appears evident that
fractions of normal ca.paci.tyand of normal head are not the
only variables. The general range of fractions of normal
head in al~ cases definitely increased with higher speeds
in the duct. This effect in some ways detracts from the
value of these plots. If the ship speed ~ere. not, a variable.
the problem from the designer~ s point of ~ew would be
greatly simplified. As it is, if a definite relationship
betweem ship speed and normal head could be determined from
ships' trial results (which would correspond in this case
to one degree of throttling at varying velocities). the
plota of fractions of normal head could be readily used in
design.work.

In regard to comparisons between ind~vidual scoops
the results bear out very well ~e findings of Powell and
Westgate. The faired scoop fitted with a small lip and
splitter plates did not give good performances. During
the latter runs with this scoop the mounting board became
warped due to ~e pressure of the clamps. T~e did not
suffice to fit a new board, and for this reason the results
must to a certain measure be discounted. The resul.ta for
the two unfaired s,coops.corresponded quite closely. The
effect of lip can be noted by a somewhat superior performance
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of the scoop thus fitted. As was noted in the.pape~ of
Powell. and Westgate. the scoop .with no lip fitted performed
very well. This result might not.have been expected from a
theoretical study of the design.

The authors would like to refer the reader to
figures 38 and.39 in Mr. Schmidt.fs paper presented before
the American Society of Naval Engineers entitled. Theoret~cal
~~ ~eriment~ Studies ~ ~ondense! Scoops. These figures
represent normal head performance plots for the Raleigh
scoop~ a scoop similar. in form to those UBed by the writers.
The plota compare in form to those of the authors' for runs
in which the discharge was made into the tank. The Schmidt
plots. however. appear to be based on the assumption that
normal capacity and normal head fractions are the only
variables, the authors from their observations do not concur
with this theory for reasons which have been preViously
discussed. Little more than a qualitativ~ comparison can be
made since the Raleigh scoop model was tested at an angle
of 30° and was larger by 1* in. than the scoops under dis-
cusaion.

The writers are not able at the time of writing to
explain completely the observed effect of discharging to
the duct. From the readings at the discharge to the duct
it was :round that the static pressure at this point was not
above atmospheric. and in most cases represented a slight
vacuum. One would be ~ead to be1ieve from this that the



discharge would be higher and that the sta.tic pressure in the
scoop would be less than that obtained. for runs discharging
into the tank. Such was not the case; for the tank dis-
charges were considerabljr higher than those to the duct at
corresponding duct velocities and degrees of throttling.
The loss of head due to friction in the pipe should have
been less than in the tank discharge system because of the
arrangement of the apparatus, and consequently the smaller
capacity may be explained by the effect of redirection of
the velocity upon discharge. The low pressure readings made
at the discharge may be explained by the effect of turbu-
lence oreating a low pressure area.

It may be said at this point that the authors feel
that the static head developed in the scoop is an unpre-
dictable quantity. From one point of view it would seem
that the.static head would tend to build up as the stream
was thrott1ed. This, however, is not strictly the case;
it would of course be true if the swme quantity were forced
through for the partially closed position of valve as for
the open position. At a given velocity this is obviously
impossible. Any degree of throttling will tend to reduce
the flow which in turn reduces the velocity in the scoop.
Diminiahing of the velocity will tend to reduce the
friction head of which the static head is a measure. Thus
there are two 0PPQsing factors operating on this quantity
the effect of which is ~ry difficult to determine before-
hand.
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While the writers have obtained insufficient data
to make positive statements in regard to the effect of
divergence. they feel safe in saying that the very marked
improvement in capacity demonstrated in the one run bears
out the theory very satisfactorily. In regard to fraction
of normal head developed the authors would. like to hazard
a guess that an optimum point was shown for this at ap-
proximately 50% normal ca~acity during this run. This
value is not far from the peaks of certain of the curves
plotted by Schmidt. As mentioned by Powell and Westgate
the point of maximum normal capacity may be a function of
the diameter of the scoop.

It will be noted that there is included in this
thesis a plot of vertical velocity distribution for two
heads in the duct. taken approximately one foot ahead of

fLIt TEfl)the BCOO~ Considerable care was taken in making these
traverses and quite satisfactory plata could be made;
however the plots are not spread sufficiently to permit
interpolation for the normal capacity calCUlations. For
this reason a set of traverses made by Powell and Westgate

Pu,77!(FlJwere used for this purpos~ These traverses were taken
at a point 12 feet from the elbow and possibly more nearly
represented the normal flow pattern along the walla than
the traverses made by the authors.
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Conclusions

The authors feel justified in drawing the following
conclusions:

1. The comparisons of 20c scoops in this series of
tests agree qua~itatively with those obtained by Powell
and \Vestgate. While a lip will give superi.or results. it
cannot be considered a maj~r variable. The effect of
splitter plates in a scoop is to reduce capaci ty and head
developed.

2. The present. method of presenting data, a method
which has not hitherto been used in connection with this
type of scoop, has proved more satisfactory than the one
previously used.

3. Velocity of approach is a variable independent
of the fractions of normal head and normal capacity de-
veloped.

4. Scoops of this general form are considerably less
efficient than the parallel tube form tested by :Mr. Scp...midt
but are justified by their smaller appendage resistance.

5. The effect of discharge at the angle tested (i.e.
450 ) is to reduce the theoretical capacity measured by
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discharging to the atmoap~ere. The static head developed
in the scoop has different characteristics from that
measured in the theoretical tests.

6. The effect of divergence is to improve greatly
the capaci ty of the s.cooP. and there is an apparent optimum.
condition for fraction of normal head.

In regard to the method of carrying out tests, it

was found that the very large standpipe made for very
steady conditionsof flow in the duct. This method. however.

'provides difficulties in making rapid changes in velocity.
It would be advantageous to develope a more flexible means
of doing this. In addition., it is felt that.a more refined
apparatus would bring out more accurate results.

The study of condenser scoops offers a large
number of problems due to the many variables invo1ved. It
is likely that an exhaustive theoretical in~est1gation
would bring out a more satisfactory method of presenting
data on model experiments than has now been developed.

The fields for future study are numerous. The
authors have listed be10w Bome of those which they consider
particularly important.

1. Further study of discharge at different ang1es
of return.



2. Additional study of the effect of divergence.

3. Visua~ investiga.tion of' flow in and about. scoops.
(~: The authors feel that this is especially important

in order to check the assumptions made in the norma~ head

and normal capacit.y calculations.)

4. A study of the design features of condensers
fitted with scoops with regard to possible improvement.

5. A continuation of the present \York with speciaJ.

emphasis on the effect of ship speed and the size of' the

unit.
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The fo11owing notations have been used throughout

this thesis:

hss ::::stat.ic head in scoop

hts :::total head in scoop

hvs ~velocity head in scoop

hsn = static head in duct

htD :: total head in duct

hvD ~ veloci.ty head in duct

g ~ acceleration of gravity ( 32.2 tt/sec.Z 1
Vn ;:;:veloci.ty in duc~

Vs : velocity in scoop

VR = duct. relative velocity

Q, =- volume of discharge per second

A .r:::. area of cross section

30
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The fo~lowing corrections were made on al~
readings obtained during testsl These corrections take
into account the position of the manometer tubes and the

height of' wat.er column on the open side of the mercury
manometers.

haD - *' ~.o inches Hg

hw - + l..1 inches Kg

hss1- ...0.8 inches Hg

hss2- -4.5 inches H2O

huischarge - -3.5 inches H2O

The vo1ume increment used. in all. disCharges
to tank was 9960 cubic inches.



Derivation or Formula for Venturimeter Discharge

Bernoulli's equation
hI + VI = h2 + ~-2g 2g

hl - h2 = 1 ( V2 _ V2 )-
2g 2 1

From continuity
Al Vl =

V2 = V Al1-
A2

= 1r~f-
2g L ~
2g ( hl - h2 )

(~r -1

Therefore

2g ( hI - h2 )

(~t- 1

Theoretical Discharge
2g ( hl - h2 )

Actual Discharge in Cu. In. I Sec.
,...-..--------'

2g ( hl - ~ )

~t-l
~

where C = Venturimeter coefficient

Q =



Vfuere K is a constant determined from dimension~ of
this particular meter and from calibration runs.

The following values were obtained by calibration
run:

33

Run

1

2

3

4

5

Tank DischargeCu. In/ Sec.

202
:68

~64

.37

Venturimeter Coer.
( Theoretical Equ.)

au. In./Sec.

204 0.990
273 0.980
271 0.975
284 0.985
120 1.140

Mean venturimeter coefficient of 0.98 was selected
as satisfactory.



Sample Calculations

Test #8 Run #3 - Diverging Tube

A2 A,~ = 3.54 sq. in.
~ = 11' 16 = 12.6 sq. in •.

4
Capacity = 688 eu. in./see.
V2 = ~ = 54.6 in/sec. = 4.55 ftlseo.

12.6

=

VIAl= V2A2
VI = V2~

Al
hv1 = V~

2g

= 54.6 .12.6 = 194 in./see. = 16.2 ft/see.
3.54

(16.2)2 = 4.08 ft. H20 = 4.08 x 12
64.4 13.6

= 3.60 in. Hg

hsl = 0.5 in. Hg

htl = ht2 = hy1 + hel = 3.60 + 0.5 = 4.1 in Hg

h - 4.1 x 13.6 = 4.65 ft. H20
t1 - 12

v2hv2 = _2__
2g 64.4

0.322 x 12= in.Hg = 0.284 in. fig
13.6

therefore

hs2 = ~2 - hv2 = 4.1 - 0.3 = 3.8 in. Hg

hs2 = 3.8 x 1~6 = 4.31 ft. H20



Duct conditions
Manometer reading htD = 8.5 in. Hg

Manometer reading haD = 22.8 in. H20 = 1.7 in. Hg
= 1.9 ft. H20

hvn = ht - hs = 6.8 in. Hg

then Vnuct = 8.54 V6:8 = 22.3 ft/sec. center
of duct

from interpolation plot (Plate 7 )

VR = 19.2 rt/sec.
Normal cap1y = 845 cu. in./sec.

V2
--B- = 5.72 ft. H2O Normal Head

2g

hsS2 - hsD = 4.3 - 1.9 = 2.4 ft. H20

Fraction normal head = hSa2 - haD

V~-
2g

= 0.419

= 2.4

5.72

Fraction normal head = 2.8 = 0.490
5.72

Fraction normal capacity = 688
845

= 0.815
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200 Scoop - Medium lip - Not faired
Diverging tube .fitted - 2 in. diam. to 4 in. diam.

1 2 3 4 5

Cap'y Fraction of h has - hsD hss-haD
Cu In/See Normal Cap'y ss

Ft. H2O Ft. H2O v~ /2g

688 0.815 4.31 2.4 0.419
713 0.844 4.60 3.0 0~524
525 0.621 5.00 3.6 0.628
434 0.513 4.90 3.6 0.628
665 0.'786 3.50 1.7 0.297
693 0.820 3.70 2.0 0.349
713 0.844 3.90 2.2 0.384
703 0~832 3.90 2.2 0.384
615 0.728 4.20 2.6 0.454
594 0.703 4.00 2.4 0.419
304 0.360 4.50 3.1 0.541

6 7 8 9

Vscoop V2 hat-hsD hts-hsDs 2
Ft/sec 2g

Ft. H;aO VR/2g

4.55 0.3 2.7 0.490
4.70 0.3 3.3 0.555
3.46 0.2 3.8 0.639
2.86 0.1 3.7 0.639
4.40 0.3 2.1 0.353
4.57 0.3 2.3 0.386
4.70 0.3 2.5 0.420
4.65 0.3 2.5 0.420
4.07 0.2 2.9 0.488
3.92 0.2 2.6 0.437
2.01 0.1 3.2 0.560

htD = 8.5 In. Hg

haD = 1.5 In. Hg = 1.9Ft.~O

hvD = 6.8 In. Hg
VR = 19.2 Ft/sec
Normal Capacity = 845 Cu. In./seo~
~

2g
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Test #2

Venturimeter Calibration

Run #1 #2 #3 #4
Fina~ 'it. 1bs. - 950 950 950 800

Initial Wt. lbs. - 600 600 600 500

Discharge - 350 350 350 200

T.ime ( Sees) 4.8 36 35.7 4.0.3

Pressure 1 I1Hg .. 2.8.7 34.4 34..3 24.

Pres sur"e 2. illig ~4.2 8.5 8.7 19.0.

p'~ - P"2 UHg ~4.5 25.9 25.5 5.0

37



Test #3 - Run #1,) Run #2

20. Scoop - No lip

u - Uncorrected data
c - corrected data

Not faired
Read in standpipe;::.23.3 Ft.

Valve
Setting

u. c 'u

hsa
"Kg

cue

Time
Sec

Cu. In.
Sec.

Run#~
Open 17.5 IB.5 5.3 6.4 2.3 3.~ 36.8

1.7.9 18.9 5.3 6.4. 2.3 3.1 37.0

17.8 18.8 5.3 5.4 2.3 3.1 34.5

t Open 18..0 19.0 4.5 5.7 1.6 2.4 35.4

17.8, 18.8 4..55.7 1.6 2.4. 37.4
1.7..9 1.8.9 4.6 5.6 1.5 2..4 36.5

it Open ~7.8 18.8 4..75.8 1.7 2.5 41.0
17.9 la.9 4.7 5.8 1..7 2.5 41.2.

Run #2
Open 16..5 ~7.5 4.8 5.9 1...4 2..2 34.,0

16.2 17..2 4.8 5.9 1.4 2.2 37.2

t Open 15.5 1.7.5 4.0 5.0 1.3 2.1 43.8
16.7 17.7 4..05.0 1..32.1 4.4.0

269.7

268.2
288.0

27'2.8
255.5
272.0

242.0
24.1.0

292.0

257.0

255.0

262.8

227.0
226.0



Test #4.
200 Scoop with ~ip

u - uncorrected data
c - corrected data

Faired - Splitter plates
lfea.din s.tandp ipe :: 22'

Valve Setting ftsD htD hss(1} hSS(2) Time Cu. I.n.

"Ir2O "Kg "Kg IlH20'. Sec. Sec.
u c u c u c u c

Run:#1
Open.. 25~2 26.a 5.4 6.5 2.8 3.6 ----

25.2 26.2 5.2 6.3 2.8 3.6

42.0 236.2

41..8 237.5

Corrections:

Run #2
Open.

t Open

1 0'"2 pen

27.4 28.4 6.0 7.1 2.4 3.2 42.0 37.5 34.4 289.0

22.2 23.4 5.0 7.1 2.2 3.0 ~.4 35.9 35.0 283.8

22.5 23.5 5.2 7.3 2.1 2.9 42.0 37.5 37.4 255.5

22.3 23.3 6.4 7.5 2.1 2.9 42.2 37.7 35.5 274.5

22.4 23.4 5.2 7.3 2.0 2.8 44.0 39.5 44.2 224.7

23.0 24.0 6.4 7.5 2.0 2.8 44.4 39.9 43.2 230..0
Correcti.onal
.haD: + 1." K20

hm + 1..1.ff Hg

h6S(~) .,. 0.8u Kg

has(2) -4.5" K20



Test. #4
20. Scoop with ~in

u - uncorrected data Faired - Splitter P~ates
c - corrected data Head in standpipe:::.24'

10

Valve haD hID haB(l} hSB(2} Time Cu. In.
Setting"

~O ItKg It Kg n~O Sec. Sec.

u. C: u c u c u c

Run. #3
Open 24.~ 25.~ 7.0 8.1 2.4 3.2 46.•4 41.9. 32.0 3~O

23.2 24..2 5.6 7.7 2.4 3.2 44.3 39.8 32.6 304..2

t Open 23~5 24 ..5 5~4 7 ..& 2.4 3.2 45.9 4Q.4 35.2
23.4 24..4 6.3 7.4 2.4 3.2 45..8 40.3 32.5

t Open 24..0 25.0 6.2 7.3 2.2 3.0 47.8 43.3 40.0
23..5 24.5 5.5 7.7 2.4 3.2 47.2 42.7 40.2

haD: + 1"1r20

hID: .,.1.1'tKg

he ~(I) :. of- 0.8"Ifg

2'l~4.2

305.5

248.2
247.0

h66(2) -4..511Jr20



Test #5
200 Scoop - Faired

u - uncorrected data Viith medium l.ip and sp~itter

c - corrected data plates.

Discharge through venturimeter Read in standpipe:::=-24'

Va~ve hss1 has2 htD hsD Venturi hdisch Cu. In.
Setting

t'Irg "K 0 ''Kg t'H:20 I1Hg "Hg vac. Sec.2.
Run #1 u 2.4 45.8 5.9 2602 ~5.7 0.75"
Open c 3.2 41.3 8..0 27.2 15.2 0.49 204

u 204 46.0 26.9 16.7 0.8 II

1. c 3.2 41.5 8.0 27.9 15.2 0.54 204
u 2.4 46.7 26.5 15.9 1.1 It

2 c 3.2 41.5 8.0 2705 14.4 0.84 199
u. 2.4 46.7 26.2 14 ..7 1.1.

3 c 3..2 42.2 8.0. 27.2 13.2 0.84 190
u 2~2 45 ..2 25.8 13.7 1.3

4 c 3.0 40.7 8.0 26.8 12.2 1.04 183
u 2.2 4508 25.8 11.7 1.0

5 c 3.0 41.3 8..0 26.8 10.2 0.74 167
u 2.2 46.0 26.5 8.4 1.4

6 c 3.0 41..5 8.0 27.5 6.9 1.~4 138
u 2..4- 45.2 26.4 5..2 1.4

7 c 3.2 41.7 8.0 27.4 3 ..7 1.14 10~
u 2.0 40.8 22.8 2.6 1.4

8 c 2.8 3603 8..0 23.8 1.1. 1.14. 55
u 1..6 40.1. 23.0 1..9 1.8

9 c 2.4 35.6 8.0 2.4.0 o. 1.54 0
Zero Flow

~I
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Test #5

u - uncorrected data 20° Scoop - Faired - Splitters
c - corrected data Head in standpipe ~ 21.5 ft.

Discharge through venturimeter
Valve has1 hss2 htD haD Venturi hdisch Cu. In.
Setting

''Kg "HO ttHg "K2O "lig "Hg vac. Sec~
7

2
Run #2 u 0:.7 25.8 5.3 13.0 ~O.7 1.1.
Open c 1.5 21.3 6.4 14.0 8.5 0.84 154

u 0.7 25.2 12.8 10.7 I.a-

c ~.5 20.7 6.4. 13.8 8.6 0.74 154
u 0.9 25.2 12.5 ~O.4. 1.0

2 c 1..7 20.7 6.4 13.5 8.3 0.74 15~
u 0.7 25.6 12.8 ~0.3 I.~

3 c 1.5 2~ ..~ 6.4. 13.8 8.2 0~84 150
u 0.7 24.7 12.8 9.5 la~
c I..5, 20~2 6.4 13.8 7.4- 0.84 14.3
u 0.5. 24..8 12.8 8.3 1.0

5 c 1.4. 20.3 6.4 1.3.8 6.2. 0.74 130
u 0.6 24.9 12.8 6.5 1.2

5 c 1..4. 20.4 6.4 ~3.8 4.4 0.94. ~lO
u 00-6 24.4. 12.4 4.5 1.2

7' c 1..4 19.9 6.4 13.4 2.4 0.94 81
u 0.7 22.0 12.6. 2.9 1.3

8 c 1.5 17.5 6.4 13()5 0.8 1.04 47
u 0.5 22.5 12.6 2.5(2.1) 1.2

9 c 1.3 ~8.1 6.4 13.6 0 0.94 0
Corrections:
haD ~ +1.O"H20 Venturimeter ::. -Zero Reading - 611K2O
htD ::=. +l.l"Kg

(5"K20 corrIn only for test #5)hssl~ -toO.B"Rg
hss2 ~ -4.5''lf20
hdisch = -3 ..5''lf2O
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Test #5

u - uncorrected data 200 Scoop - Unfaired - No lip
c - corrected data Hea.d in standpipe = 22.5 ft.

Discharge to tank ..

Valve h haD hID Time Cu. In..
setting ss

"Kg uH 0 ttKg Sec. Sec.,2
Run #3 u 3.5 30.2 9.8 31..4 317

Open c 4. ..3 31.2 10c>9

u 3.7 29.5 30.0 332

1 c 4.5 30.5 10.9

u 3.7 30 ..5 32.2 309

2 c 4..5 31.5 10.9

u 3..7 30.9 35.8 278

3 c 4.5 31 ..9 10c>9

u 3 ..7 30.8 44.0 226

4 c 4 ..5 311.8 ~0 ..9

u 3.9 31.5 53.6 186

5 c 4..7 32.5 10.9

u 3 ..9 32.'1 133
-1 4.7 33 ..7 10.9 7551J c

u 3.9- 33 ..6 125

6 c 4..7 34.6 10.,9 80



Test #5
u - uncorrected. data 204 Scoop - Faired - Splitters

c - corrected data Head in standpipe ::::;24'
Diaoharge to tank.

Valve hasl. h882. hW hsn Time Cil. In..
Setting

rtIrg "H2O ''Hg "H2O Sec. Sec.

Run #4- u 0 ..7 24.7 2.7 1~.8
Full c l..5 2002 3.8 12.8 49 203

u O.s 25.9 12.8
c 1..7 21..4 3.8 13.8 (49 ) 203
u 0.9 25 •.5 12.0

2 c 1.7 21.0 3.8 13.0. (48) 209
u 0.9 25.4 12.5

3 c 1..7 20.9 3.8 13.5 (52) 193
u 0.7 25.9 12.5
c 1.5 21.4 3.8 1.3.5 (57) 175
u 0.9 26.0 12 ..8

5 c 1.7 21.5 3.8 13.8 (77) 129
u 0.9 26.7 13.5

6 c 1.7 22.2 3.8 14.5 (155) 64
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Test #5
u - uncorrected data 20° Scoop - Unfaired - no lip
c - corrected data lfead in standpipe z= 241

Discharge to tank
Valve h haD hW Time Cu. Inc.
Setting 5S

"IIg "H2O ''Rg Sec. Sec.
Run #5 u 4.0' 32.4 10.3 29.5
Ful.l. c 4.8 33.4 1~.4. (30) 337

u 4.0 32.5 31<>4
c 4.8 33.5 11.4 (31) 317
u 4.0 33.~ 34.0

2 c 4.8 34.~ 1.1~4 (34) 293
u 4.2 32.9 32.0

3 c 5.0 33.9 11.4 (32) 311
u 4.2 33().5 35.0

4 c 500 34.5 1.1.4- (35) 285
u 4.0 34.0 49.0

5 c 4.8 35.0 11.4 (49) 203
u 4..0 35.l.. 60

-) 4.8 36.1 11.451£ c 166
u 4..0 35.2 82

6 c 4.8 37.2 11.4 121.

u 4.5 36.8 162
5t c 5.3 37.8 11.4 5~
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Test #5 - Run. #~. Run #2, Run 113

20° Scoop - not faired
u- un:corrected data wi.thout lip
c - corrected data Read in standpipe ~ 24 Ft.

Valve h. htJ) haD Venturi hdisch Cu. In.
Set.ting ss

'':Erg "lfg "H 0 "Kg "Kg vac. Sec •.2
Run #1 u IL.2 9.5 34.7 25.8 1.0

Open c 5.0 ~O.7 35.7 25.9 0.7 267'

u 4.0 35.4 26.5 0.8
c 4c.8 10.7 36.4 25.7 0.5 265

u 4.0 35.7 26.0 0.8

2 c 4.8 10.7 36.7 25c.l. 0.5 262

u 3.8 350-7 25.1 0.8

3 c 4.6 10•.7 36.7 24.2 0.5 258

u 3.8 35.9 22.9 0.8

4. c 4..5 10.7 36.9 22.0 0.5 246

u 3.8 36.0 19.6 0.9

5 c 4&5 10.7 37.0 18.7 0.6 226

u 3.6 35.8 13.4 0.9

5 c 4.4 10.7 36.8 12~5 0.6 185
'u 3c.5 35.6 9.3 1.~

7 c 4.4 10.7 36.6 8~4. 0.8 1.52

u 3..5 35.4 1..9 1.6

8 c 4.4 10.7 36.4 l~O 1.3 52.4.

(closed) u 3..6 35..0 0.9 2.1

9 c 4.4- 10.7 36.0 a 1.8 0
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Velocity Traverse 24' Read

Corrected Duct Static Head ~ 36.0 I~O

Impact. Tube" . Tota.~ Tota~ Velocity V.eloci ty
Pos tn( from top) Head Head( Corr.l lie ad( Carr.) ft/sec

l'lfg "Kg Static "Kg.
Olt 5.2 7.0 2.4 4.6 18.3

lit 7.8 8.7 2.5 5.2 21.2
2" 8.9 9.9 2.6 7~3 23.0
~It 9.6 10.5 2.6 8.0 2.4.2
4" 10.0 11.1. 2.7 8.4 24.8
5ft 9.6 10.8 2.8 8.0 24.2
6" 9.0 10.2 2.8 7.4. 23.2
7"
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Test #6-

u - uncorrected da.ta 200 Scoop'Unfaired No lip
c - corrected data Head in'standpipe ~ 2105'

Discharge to venturimeter
Valve has. htJ) haD Venturi hdisch Cu. In.
Setting

"1:£g "lfg ''R2O 'tHg ''Hg Sec.
Run 112 u 3.2 8.l. 31.5 23.6 0..9
Open c 4.0 9.2 32.5 O.K. 0.6 254.

u 3.2 32.0 23.8 0.9

1 c 4.0 33.0 O.K. 0.6 255

u 3.4 32.2 23.4 0.9

2 c 4.2 33.2, O.K. 0.5 253

u 302 32.3 22.1- 0:u9

3 c 4.0 33.3 O.K. 0.6 245

u 3.2 32.3 20.0 0.9

4 c 4.0 33.3 O.K. 0.6 234

u 302 31.9 16.6 0.9

5 c 4...0 32.9 O.K. 0.6 214

u 3.2 31..7 11.5 0.9

6 c 4.0 32 •.7 O.K. 0.6 178

u 3.2 3~.3 5.8 0.9

7 c 4.0 32.3 O.K. 0 ..5 125.2

u 3.0 31.2 1.0 1.3

8 c 3.8 32.2 O.K. 1.0 52.4

u 3.0 31.4 0 1.1

9 c 3.8 32.4 O.K. 1.4 0
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Test #6

u - uncorrected data 20° Scoop - Faired - Sp1itt.ers
c - corrected data K.ead in Standpipe ~ 2~.5'

Ventur~ter DisCharge
Valve :j has hW haD Venturi hdisch Cu. In.
S'etting

t'Kg ttIrg "K2.o "Hg ttHg Sec.
Run #3 u 3.0 8.9 33.5 23.9 0.9
Open c 3.8 ~O.O 34.05 23.9 0.5 256

u
1 c

u
2 c

u

3 c

u 302 3402 21.3 0.9
4 c 4.0 35.2 21.3 0.6 242

u

5 c

u 300 33.5 11.8 0.9
6 c 3.8 34..5 11.8 0.6 ~80

u 3.0 33.6 7.0 1..1

7 c 3.8 3405 7.0 0.8 13805
u

8 c
u

9 c



Test #7

ti ....uncorrected data 206 Scoop -'unfaired - lip
c - corrected data Head iristandpipe =- 24'

Venturimeter Discharge

Valve'
Setting

h.ss hsl)

''Kg .~~

Venturi

"Kg
hdtlsch
''Kg vac

Cu. In.
Sec.

Run#1 u 4.•4. 36.5 10.1 29.3 1..0

Open c 5.2 37.5 11.2 28.3 0.7 278

c 5.0 32.0 . 9.1 21.7

9.1. 19.9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

u 4.4. 36..4
c 5.2 37..4
u 4.4 36..2
c 5.2 37'.2

u 4c.2 31...0

u 4..0~ 3Q.,1

c 4.8 31..1
u 3.4. 30.3
c 4.2 31.3
u 3.2 30:.2.

c 4.0

u 3.6 30.3
c 4.4. 31.3

u 3.4. 30.1

c 4c.2 31.1

u 3.2. 30.1

c 4..0 31.1

8.0

9.0

29~:t

28o~
28.7
27.7
22.7

20.9

17.2.

11.6

10..6
7.1

6.1
1.8

0.8
1 ..0.

o

1.0
0.7
1.0

0.7

0.5

0.8
0.5

1.0

0.7

1.0

0.7

1.2
0.9

1.3

278

276

244

234

211

170c.5

129.5

46.8

o
lfate: During this teat a piece af rubber tubing clogged

the straightening vanes in the duct thereby
producing irregularity.
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Test #7

u - un'corrected data 20. Scoop - 'unfaired - ~ip
c - corrected data'" Head in standpipe ~ 22.5'

Venturimeter Discharge

Valve'
Setting

hsl)

"K 02:

Venturi

"Kg

Cu. In.
Sec.

245

238

251

24~

204.

22&

0.8

0.7

!a.0

0 ..7

0..8

0.5
0.8
0.5

1.0
0.7

1.0

0.5

0.8
0~5

21.6

22.0

21.7

20.7

20.5

22.3

22.2

22.1.

1.0.6

19.~

19.0

15.3

15.2

10.7
8•.3

8.3

8.3

28.0

29.5 8.2

u 3.2 28.7

c 44>0 .29.7

u 3.0 28.2
c 3.8 29.2 8.3

c 3.8 29.3

u 3.0 28.2

u 3.Q' 28.3

u 3.0

u 300. 28.0

c 308 29.0

u 3.0 28.0
c 3.8 29.0

2

3

Open.

6

5

1.

Run #2 u 302 2805 701

7

8

9

u 2.8 27.7'

28.7 8.3

u 2.•8 28.0

c 3.5 29.0 7.3

1.1.

1.0
0.1
o

1.6

52..4

o
Obstruction still in s.traightening vanes. RUnJ however t

consistent corresponding to a lower head in standpipe.
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Test #7'
u ..uncorrected data 200 Scoop - un:raired - lip'
e - corrected data Head in standpipe ~ 241

Venturimeter Discharge
Va~ve h }faD HW Venturi hdisch Cu. In.
Setting ss

"Kg "H2O' "Kg "ffg "Kg Sec.
Run #3 u 5-.0 39.4 10.8 29.3 1.0
Open c 5.8 40.4 11.9 29.2 0.7 283

u 4.8 39.4 29.3 0.8
1 c 5.6 4Q.4 29.2 005 283

u 4.8 390.3 29.1 1.0
2 c 51>5 40.3 29.0 0..7 282

u 4.8 39.4 28.1 1.0
3 c 51>6 40.4 28.0 0.7 277

u 4.8 39~4 2509 1.0
4 c 500 40.4 25.8 0.7 266

u 4.8 39.3 20.7 1.0-

5 c 5.5 40'.4 20.6 0.7 238
u 4.8 39.3 15.3 [l.O

6- c 5.6 40.3 15.2 0.7 204
u 4.8 38..8 7 ..9 1.2

7 c 5.5 39.8 7.8 0.9 146.2
tl 4..5 3808 2.8. 1.8

8 c 5.4. 39..8 2.7 1.5 86.1
u 4002 38.6 11..0 0.1 2.6

9 0 5.0 39.6 12.1 0 2.3 0
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Test If8

u - wl'correcte'adata. 200 Scoop' - not faired - with ~ip
c - corrected data Head in standpipe;::.24 t

Tank Discharge
Valve' . hss haD hID time Cu. In.
Setting

''Kg IIJ:!2?" ''Kg Sec. Sec.
Run #1. u 3.8 31 ..0 ~0.4 28.8
Open c 4.6 32.0 11.5 346

u 4.0 29.8 30.6
c 4..8 30.8 1~05 326

u 4..0 29.9 30.1.

2 c 4.8 30.9 1~.5 331
u 4.2 30.3 30.9

3 c 5.0 31..3 11.5 323
u 4.2 31.1 3500

4 c 5.0 3201 11.5 285

u 4.04. 32.0 48.0
5 c 502 33.0 11.5 208

u 4.4 32.9 66.0
c 5.2 33.9 10.l. ~51.

u 4..4 33.2 9.0 97.0
6 c 5.2 34.2 10.1. 102



rlf
-rest#8

u - uncorrected data 20° Scoop -"notfaired"- with lip
c - corrected data liead in standpipe ~ 21.5 ft.

Tank Discharge
Valve ~s haD htD Time Cu. In.Setting

"lfg "K2O "Kg Sec. Sec.
Run #2 u 2.8 23.8 7.1. 31.7
Open c 3()o6 24.8 8.2 3~4

u 2.8 23.9 33.5
c 3.6 24.9 297

u 2.8 23.9 35.0
2 c 3~5 24..9 285

u 3.0 24..0 36.l.
3 c 3.8 25.0 276

u 3.0 24.4 41.3
4- c 3.8 25.4 24~

u 302 25.2 55.5
5 c 4.0 26.2 179

u 30.2 25.9 79.0
5t c 4.0 26.9 1.26

u 3.2 26.5 7.0 l.23
6 c 4.0 27.5 8.1 81



S5"
~e5t #8

u - un:corrected data 2Qo Scoop Wot Faired - With Lip
c - corrected data' . Head in standpipe =- 21.5 Ft.

Diverger Fitted Tank Discharge
Va.~ve hsa haD htD Tlme Cu..In.
Setting

"ffg ''lI 0 "Kg Sec. Sec •. 2

Rtm If 3 u -0.•3 21.2 rz .1 ~4.5
Open c + 0<>5 22.2 8~2 688

U 0.0. 21.2 14 ..0
Irall c ....0.8 22.2 802 713

u of- 2.•7 23.3 7.8
Q,uart.er c 305 24.3 8.9 23.0 434

u -0.7
Full. c ....(1.1 805 15.0 665

u -0.7
Full c +Q.~ 8.5 ~4c>4 693

u -0.•7

Full c "'0.1 8.5 14..0 713
u -0.7

Full c ....O.~ 8.5 14.2 703
u +0.5 19.8

Half c +-1.3 20.8 8.5 16.2 615

u +0.5

Half" c + 1..3 8.5 16.8 594
u "'3.0

~uarter c ....3.8 8.5 32.8 304



St

Test #8 Run :/1:4

u - uncorrected data Ve~ocity T-raverses
c - corrected data Kead in standpipe::: 24!7

8.3 1.0 9.3

22..1.

22.4

22.8

21..9

2~.1
2008

23 ..8

23.6
2:1.4

Duct
Velocity
ft!sec.

19.~

22.2

23.1.

23.8

23.8
24.0

hyD
ItKg

5 ..0.

6.8
7.3
7.8
7.8
7.9
7.8
7.5
7.5
7.1

6.9
6.7
6.6

6.1
5.9

1.5
1.5

1..8

1.5

1..8

1..2 8.8

1..2 8.6

1.2 8~4

1.2 8.3

1..3 7.9
1..3 7.7

u c chw htD

ttKg "Kg illIg

6.4.

7.8 0.9 8.7

7..5

7.2 0.9 8.~

505 0.8 6.3

8.2 ~.O 9.2

804 1..0 9 ...4

8.3 1.0 9.3

8.0 ~.1 9.~

8.0 ......1..1. 9 ..1

6.6

2

~

o

5

3

5

51
'2

4

4~-

7

Position
in
inches

Static Pressure in Duct 21.7" 1i20 at 4" from top of duct.
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T"eat #8 Run #,5

u- Uiicorrected data Velocity Traverse
c - corrected data Head in standpipe::.2ll-'

Position u c c c c Duct
in ht]) hID h hvD Velocity
inches aD ft/sec.

''Kg "lig ''Kg ttKg "lig

0 5.5 0.8 6.4 1.4- 5~0 19 .1.

t 7.2- 0.9 8.1 ~~4 6.7 22.1.
1 8.2 0.9 9.~ 1.5 7.5 23.6
rJ- 8.8 1.0 9 ..8 1.5 8.3 24.62

2 9.1 1~0 10.1 1..6 8.5 24.9
,1 9.0 1.0 1.0.0 1..6 8.4 24.82~;r

3 8.6 1.~O 9~6 1.6 8.0 24.2
31- 8.6 1.1 9.7 1..6 8.1 24~3
4 8..2 1...1 9.3 1.7 7~5 23..6
4i 8.0 1.2 9..2 1..8 7.4- 23.2
5 7~8 1.2 9.0 1.8 7.2 22.9

1 7 ..6 1.2 8..8 1.8 7.0 22~651{
6 7.1 1.2 8.3 1..8 6.5 21.8
6-~- 7.0 1.3 8.3 1..9 6.4 21.6
7 6.4 1.3 7.7 .1..9 5.8 20.8

Static Pressure in duct:,~ 23.0 "lf20 4" from top of duct
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